Compared to the classes I have taught in the past, I must say that this is by far the best class I have ever taught. The curriculum is so in depth, but simple enough at the same time to be able to reach each and every student’s individual needs. Teaching this class has shown me a new way to teach.” - Casey Jones, CASE Master Teacher, Slanton, TX

“Without RELATIONSHIPS and RELEVANCE, there can be no RIGOR. CASE incorporates the three R’s with the three circles of agricultural education.”
BRINGING CASE TO YOUR CLASSROOM

HOW DO I BRING CASE TO MY PROGRAM?

Attend a CASE Institute professional development workshop for the course you choose to teach. Assemble the equipment and supplies needed to teach the CASE course according to the list provided. Start teaching CASE and generate student excitement about agricultural education.

WHAT ARE CASE INSTITUTES?

CASE Institutes are intensive professional development workshops that prepare a teacher to provide instruction using the CASE model.

WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF CASE?

To receive the CASE curriculum, a teacher must attend a CASE Institute. CASE Institute registration fees range from $1800-$3000.

Institutes are held in a variety of locations throughout the U.S., so travel costs (which are not included in the registration fee) will vary.

The cost for CASE supplies and equipment will vary, depending on your program’s situation. For details and help determining the cost of implementing CASE in your program, visit www.case4learning.org and look under the Purchasing Manual tab.